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The line of Western Spirituality began in Egypt and continued through the time of Christ. Has it

become stalled in the years since?Robert Clarke says yes, it has. In The Four Gold Keys,

Clarke, going by his own spiritualization in the psychic depths, argued that the way out of

Western civilization's essential atheism lies in the psychological teachings of Swiss

psychologist Carl Jung.In An Order Outside Time, Clarke reinterprets Western Spirituality,

using Jungian symbolism, to show that the great stories of ancient Egypt and of the Old and

New Testament are processes of what Jung called individuation. This is the individual's journey

from lowest to highest Self; from Osiris to Horus, from Moses to Joshua, from David to

Solomon, from John the Baptist to Jesus Christ. These pairings also reflect what Joseph

Campbell calls the Hero's Journey, which may ultimately spiritualize the whole culture.Clarke

traces the connections between Egyptian, Jewish, and Christian mythology, andconcluding that

the West's spiritual lineage has become stalledmaintains that we can attain wholeness only by

making sense of the clues provided by our mythology. This is the royal line of Higher Self

incarnations through the collective unconscious.The ultimate example of individuation, Clarke

says, is the Christ, who must now be further understood and developed. And, taking Christ as

our symbol of the Self, direct experience of the sacred, by each of us, can enable us to achieve

our greatest spiritual potential, both as individuals and as a whole culture. An Order Outside

Time shows how that spiritual journey began and how it must be continued.
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IntroductionThe Foundations of Life in the SpiritWhat follows in this book mostly concerns

direct experience of the sacred. I must ask the reader to remember this, so that when we

become immersed in the ancient myths or biblical texts, it is realized these are not merely

accounts of invented tales or constructed beliefs. On the contrary, what is involved is sacred

reality actually coming through to Man's direct experience. (I use the old, traditional term “Man”

throughout this work because I am old and traditional myself. All my old, treasured works on

the spirit, on wisdom and truth, refer to “Man” and these I will follow.) Although the largest part

of this is through the unconscious, rather than seen as outer visions, this in no way reduces the

validity of the experiences as sacred occurrences. When I speak of the divine Son, Horus,

therefore, or of Christ, or of an appearance of the terrible dragon, these phenomena are real as

symbolic representations of that other reality of spirit and soul experienced through the

unconscious; this is true even of the dragon, which is a representative of the dark instinctual

underside.Before delving into the answer to the mysteries of ancient Egypt, the Bible, and so

forth, it is necessary to say something of the standpoint from which I speak: the view of

processes of the unconscious. This is not to be understood in terms of normal psychology,

which, though of much interest to some, is off-putting to others. So I must stress that it is not

normal psychology that is concerned here, but rather that other reality of spirit and soul

through the collective unconscious that lies behind conscious reality and which works in

interaction with it.Saint Paul said there were three types of students to whom he taught

Christianity. The first type took everything literally and were the simple students. The second

type knew that deeper, hidden mysteries were involved, but nevertheless went no further,

staying at the simple level. The third type not only knew that deeper mysteries lay below the

surface level, they became involved in them, and were thereby themselves initiates into the

same spiritualizing processes that Jesus the man had undergone. In this book, I am mostly

concerned with that third type of initiate and the hidden level that lies beneath the surface of

the teachings.Many books have been published in the past few decades claiming a royal

bloodline of European monarchs descending from Jesus the man and Mary Magdalene. As

Jesus is of the seed of King David in the scriptures, the royal bloodline is said to stretch back at



least that far, or even to ancient Egypt, and the Holy Grail is usually brought in later as the

continuance of it. The books are very entertaining and are certainly well researched as far as

they go; the problem is, their basic claims are wrong.It is not so much the purpose of this

present work to disprove those claims, but rather to explain the real meaning of our Western

spiritual heritage, and in so doing the true state of the royal bloodline will, I hope, become clear.

This is far more astonishing than the claims made in the previous works on the subject. For the

almost unbelievable truth is that not only is the traditional belief that Christ truly was the Son of

God perfectly valid—that is, as archetypal fact—but the Bible contains examples of several

other divine incarnations that form the real royal bloodline.In fact, the phenomenon has been

known to many cultures reaching back to earliest times, and the myths and religions of the

world are genuine records of those monumental events. I say this not as a matter of my own

personal conscious conjecture, or of anyone else's, but based on my many years of experience

with the unconscious undergoing its processes, for it is there that the archetype of the immortal

we today call the Higher Self can be known. It is this experience that enables us to recognize

similar material when we see it in the world's myths, which all have the same basic themes and

motifs, all having foundations in the same timeless unconscious/spirit reality.Despite the fact

that the Bible displays much evidence of divine incarnations, the Jews nevertheless still await

the coming of a Messiah, though he actually came throughout their ancient history. Each of

these figures continues, as we will see, the spiritual royal line that reaches back to the

beginnings of Egypt. This is the inner line of true blue blood, divinely inspired by direct action of

the Holy Spirit in certain initiates who were experiencing the soul depths through the human

psyche. This was not so much the personal depths, but the other reality of spirit and soul that

psychologist C. G. Jung called the collective unconscious. This royal line forms “an order

outside time,” “an eternal priesthood,” to use Jung's phraseology, for its reality is of “sacred

time” coming through to Earth time. It is this line I investigate in this book.Jung discovered

these facts of paramount importance almost a century ago and his first important work,

Symbols of Transformation (published in 1912 as Psychology of the Unconscious), contains

much relevant information proving that the nonpersonal, collective unconscious really does

exist beyond the individual's personal unconscious. Indeed, his book is amazing in its insights

for that time. Jung realized that the Higher Self, a term he borrowed from Eastern philosophy, is

the higher and wider truth of us all, the immortal figure, the Great Man, Anthropos, “Christ

within,” to which we are all attached, and which ultimately connects us with God.The Higher

Self, at a personal level, is like a guardian angel, teacher, and friend (in positive form), the

immortal entity to which each of us is connected. But in cosmic form, the Higher Self is the

divine Son of God, equated with the Logos, which in the Mysteries is said to disperse parts of

himself into mortal beings. Yet this also has two aspects, the Higher Self as Son of God, and

what I term the “Lower Self” as Son of the Earth Spirit/World Soul.Though Jung's works are

increasingly popular today, this deepest and most essential discovery has still not been

realized generally, and not fully appreciated even by some Jungians. Jung called the

individual's quest for these inner treasures the “individuation process,” in which personal

consciousness becomes broadened and fulfilled by archetypal material flowing through from

nonpersonal layers of the collective unconscious.None of this is theory. It is the actual situation,

and my previous book, The Four Gold Keys (Hampton Roads, 2002), is the record of my own

inner journey in dreams through this other reality. In that book, I demonstrate that this other

reality—the ancient Egyptians called it the “Other World”—though nonmaterial in nature, does

exist, and that it is experience of this that has always formed the foundations of religion.In other

words, as certain archetypal symbolism appeared in my dreams with certain meanings, I was



able to identify similar material in the world's myths, though this present work is chiefly

concerned with our Western religious traditions. Just as a number of chairs form a row, so a

number of dreams form the individuation process, in which the interplay between

consciousness and the collective unconscious assembles and develops the different sides of

the Higher Self, like a game of tennis with the ball passing from one side to the other. If the

inner process turns out successfully, then a transformation occurs within the personality of the

initiate, meaning a broadening and extension of consciousness that may even bring forth the

immortal Self in the unconscious, of which the individual human psyche is a mere, though very

important, part.I happen to be one of those people who has visions in dreams occasionally,

and it took me some years to finally understand all that was taking place. Nevertheless, I am an

empiricist who accepts nothing on unsound evidence; I must have logic and reason and

intelligence, especially when it comes to the things of the spirit. I do not, however, believe that

full reality can ever be confined to the reductive limitations of a cramped rationalism, as though

unfathomable infinity and eternity could be parceled up and contained in the transient, faulty,

and fallible human brain. But I have much evidence of the Higher Self phenomenon in my own

dream processes stretching over a period of many years, so that it is a matter of fact to me

now.For the past two thousand years, the Higher Self in ultimate form has been symbolized in

the West by Christ, whose mortal side is represented by the man Jesus, the initiate into the

inner hidden mysteries. As Jung says, Jesus as a man represents ego-consciousness, and as

a god the Higher Self. This is why Jung continually warned of the great danger to Western

civilization caused by the virtual loss of Christ, for Christ is no longer the foundation and

mainstay of culture. Nevertheless, Christ still remains the symbol of the Higher Self and,

indeed, of the divine Son, as far as spirit reality through the unconscious is concerned. His loss

to culture as mediator means dissociation from the Self, to which we are psychically

attached.We simply have no other figure on which to project the Self, even if only

unconsciously. (This in no way lessens the original Christ as a genuine Son of God, though as

a process much more subtle than a physical birth.) I have experienced certain dream-visions of

a Christ reactivated in the collective unconscious, however, and these dream-visions, plus the

recent upsurge of interest in Christ in the United States, may well be indicating a turning of the

tide.The bringing forth of the Higher Self has historically been a worldwide phenomenon,

though it almost always occurs along traditional lines of cultural development. Obviously, it

would be pointless, and even disorienting, for a Buddhist to have experiences of the spirit in

Muslim or Christian form, or for a South Seas islander to be inundated with archetypal material

from the Jewish religious mysteries. So we experience spirit and soul through the unconscious

mostly according to our spiritual heritage, though this encompasses a wide range of

phenomena at all levels.It is also true that even when experienced within the framework of

one's own spiritual heritage, the archetypal material is often very strange and disorienting, so

that we often feel decidedly and even dangerously at odds with both ourselves and “normal”

reality. Nevertheless, it is incalculably wiser and safer to undergo the processes within the

protective framework of a traditional religion, as the latter has a solid foundation in the same

collective unconscious that has proved substantiating through worldly time. This forms a royal

line that stretches back through time. If the quest is undergone without those protective walls,

then it is perilously close to dealing with magic rather than religion. The sixteenth-century

alchemist Paracelsus had the highest motives and even considered himself a good Christian,

but the form his opus took was closer to sorcery than to saintly matters, and Jung criticized him

for it. The alchemists said, “Not a few have perished in our work,” for it is dealing with things

greater than Man, with both the light and the darkness.Although the inner processes occur



mostly within the framework of the religious traditions of the culture of the initiate, they are

expressive of symbolic truths rather than literal ones. This is why myths and religions of the

world have basically the same symbolism, though appearing in different outer forms. Thus

Horns has four brothers (that later become his sons), Christ has four brothers, Quetzalcoatl

has four brothers or agents, and so forth, all symbolizing the fourfold nature of the Higher Self.

Jung called this the qua-temity structure.From another aspect, the Higher Self is sevenfold,

having seven constituent parts, and we again find this expressed across the world. Horus has

seven rowers in his boat, called the “Seven Spirits of Annu”; Manu is in a boat with seven

companions in India, as is Noah in the Bible; Moses constructs a seven-branched candelabra

(in Numbers); Christ is in the midst of seven candlesticks (Revelation)—all have the meaning of

the Higher Self with the Seven Powers.The seven are sometimes symbolized as Seven Stars

and, again, we find this several times across the world, simply because most peoples can see

the starry constellations and naturally project the seven experienced in the unconscious during

the inner quest onto them. (The unconscious uses the Seven Stars as symbolism; I have seen

them several times in dreams.) This is the answer to why we so often find seven, or 1 + 7

formations, in mythology: it is symbolism of spirit/soul reality through the unconscious. Thus the

“Seven Spirits of the Wind” of the Huron Indians of North America match the “Seven Spirits of

God” in the Bible.We see further evidence of the Higher Self in the Old Testament when

various figures experience an angel just before God speaks. The angel is mediator, connecting

Man and God, the mediator being the Higher Self. The mortal human is part of the Self, while

the Self is part of God, and, when developed through inner spiritualizing processes, the Self

becomes the stepping-stone, or mediator, to God. Moses sees an angel in the burning bush

before God speaks; Christ says, “No man cometh unto the Father, but by me” (John 14:6). We

will investigate all of this as the book proceeds.But what is individuation? Imagine an island

rising out of the sea, which is like the human individual growing out of the collective

unconscious, where all of nature merges as the World Soul. Ego-consciousness then grows

further by assimilating material from the outer world surrounding it, but remaining mostly

unaware of the unconscious—personal and collective—out of which it has grown. True

individuation, however, entails the assimilation of contents from the collective unconscious,

largely of the Self, of which the human personality is a part; the personality is the agent of the

Self in material reality. All of the parts are assimilated to the center, which is the Self in the

individuation process, including ego-consciousness, like the numbers of a clock around the

center. The human personality connected with the Self is seen in ultimate form in Jesus the

man and the higher Christ, and in the Greek Mysteries in the mortal “eidolon” and the immortal

“Daemon.”The individuation process is a journey through the unconscious in dreams,

assembling the many often-conflicting parts of the Self that need to be assimilated to

consciousness. This obviously necessitates an individuation process that is known to

consciousness. But this often occurs unconsciously, unbeknown to consciousness. People

have mentioned to me odd dreams they have had, and though they knew nothing at all about

the subject, the dreams were clearly parts of a fuller process, of which the dreamers were

unaware—aside from the odd dreams. Jung claims that the processes may not reach

consciousness at all, even in the odd dream, but then are wasted, and may even lead to

tragedy, the conscious personality being led or driven into things by forces of which it is entirely

unaware. Fortunately, this extreme seems to be a rare occurrence.Religious material appears

in dreams (counter-matched by much other material from the lower soul depths), even though

ego-consciousness may consider itself atheistic. In fact, a religious conversion may even be

forced upon consciousness and, if resisted and refused, may make the person quite ill. Such



seems to have been the basis of Sigmund Freud's own neurosis, the direct result of setting up

bulwarks to keep out archetypal/religious material that was trying to come through from

unconscious/spirit reality. Saint Paul is the prototypal example of how archetypal forces of the

unconscious can burst through and force themselves overwhelmingly onto a split-off,

dissociated consciousness.Paul, originally called Saul, was by nature a religious visionary of a

highly evolved kind, hence his great work in the spread of Christianity. (The Church later

significantly toned down his visionary experiences.) Yet in his earlier life, Paul was unconscious

of this and was a rabid persecutor of Christians, being directly responsible for the deaths of

worshippers, both men and women, which he freely admitted several times: “I persecuted the

Church of God violently and tried to destroy it” (Gal. 1:13). But spiritualizing processes and

visionary material of a Christian nature would have been long trailing in and rising up from his

unconscious depths. The more he was affected by inner disturbances, the more violently he

persecuted the Christians. Then one day as he journeyed to Damascus, Paul was struck down

by a vision of Christ, asking, “Paul, Paul, why persecutest thou me?” (Acts 9:4).For the three

days following, Paul was blind, but on recovery was transformed, experiencing visions that he

said must make him seem quite mad. His virulent persecution of Christians was really his fight

against the welling up of inner forces of the spirit, in the same way that Freud set up bulwarks

against what were ultimately the same forces, thereby causing his neurosis.I suffered neuroses

for some years and it was not until the health-bringing archetypes welled up into my experience

that a positive transformation took place. I was sinking into that void between the extremes of

simple traditional religion and cold atheistic rationalism that offers no help to the modern

inquiring mind. (I have become a lot more sympathetic to traditional religious forms since I

realized their validity as archetypal truths.) Anyone who wishes to investigate how the

phenomenon of the Higher Self is experienced and developed in dream processes may refer to

The Four Gold Keys. So for many years I was lost and unwell, searching for deeper meaning

that I was unable to find. Only my eventual discovery of Jung and the unconscious finally

brought lasting healing.Colin Wilson once compared my first encounter with Jung to Saint Paul

struck down by his vision of Christ on the way to Damascus. I had a dream in which I received

four gold keys on a gold key ring from a dying Jung (hence the tide of my previous book),

meaning I was to carry on Jung's work, for the keys formed an important, ancient symbol of

wholeness. In fact, it was such keys that were said to unlock the doors to the ancient religious

Mysteries and to medieval alchemy. Jung himself had received the keys in a dream from a

“wise old man” figure he called Philemon (the figure called itself Elijah in an initial dream he

had), the “personification of spirit,” as Jung put it, which led to his life's work.For myself, the

universe was no longer frightening and cold, but alive with spirit, soul, and, ultimately, God. For

the first time since childhood I felt at home and settled in worldly reality, for now it had meaning

that extended into eternity. I had been going the wrong way for a long while, but now found that

I had definitely found the right way.I studied the myths and religions of the world, realizing that

their foundations lie in these same unconscious processes that I was experiencing. The

dismemberment and reconstitution of the Egyptian god Osiris, for example, clearly equaled in

human aspect my own breakup and reconstitution in the unconscious processes, with the

immortal Self that I was to experience equaling the god aspect of Osiris, who is likewise

reconstituted. Osiris has both mortal and immortal aspects, but is mostly the god or spirit in

matter that develops into the lower form of the Higher Self, which I call the Lower Self.The royal

line of Western religious experience began in early Egypt, then continued through the Jewish

prophets and up to Christ. In adopting Christ, we of the West became heirs to this line, though

as it was all taken as an outer, physical phenomenon, deeper understanding was thereby



rendered impossible, prohibiting further development. Modern Man has now advanced so that

he can no longer believe blindly; he now needs direct experience, above all, to be able to

understand. The East has known for thousands of years that it is possible for the Higher Self to

descend through the unconscious and merge with its mortal aspect, Man, while the West never

understood that the higher Christ had so descended into the mortal Jesus as God's

incarnation.Despite this, certain mystics and even alchemists of the Middle Ages came close to

reviving the original experience as a new actuality. The Holy Grail, which still grabs and excites

our imagination today, was a true and genuine way to the marriage of spirit and soul through

the unconscious. Of certain alchemists, Jung said that unlike many “modern apostles of

enlightenment,” they had a very positive attitude toward the Church. They came to understand

the deep symbolism of the “Christian cosmos,” for its images were basically the same as the

ones they were experiencing through their work. (Jung was speaking of the few enlightened

alchemists.) Jung concluded that modern Man is completely dissociated from all this and has

installed in its place substitutes “as poisonous as they are worthless.”After a couple of

centuries of materialistic brainwashing, today we are further removed than ever from

understanding Christ as a symbol of the Higher Self, except by way of the new knowledge of

depth psychology. Through the latter, we now understand that not only did the divine

phenomenon occur with Christ, but that it must have happened any number of times

throughout world history. Modern science, by which our assessment of reality is ultimately

measured, is still overwhelmingly possessed by a rationalism and materialism that not only

colors but severely discolors our picture of that full reality, and to an extreme degree. And the

fault lies not merely with what we think, but with how we think.I remember a book published a

few years ago that claimed that science will soon be able to prove that God does not exist. I

could not conceive of anything so horribly unwelcome, if it could be so proved, though,

thankfully, I knew it was utter nonsense. In fact, the latest declarations of a number of scientists

are that they have to admit the possibility of God, and one even claims to be able to

demonstrate mathematically that Heaven exists. This is not a positive step, however, for a God

that could be “proven” on such evidence would not be the eternal God of spirit, merely one

reduced to the severe limitations of mathematics. In other words, the same reductionism is at

work in both instances. God's existence or nonexistence could never depend on the cold and

limited calculations of mathematics, or indeed, of scientific materialism generally.Another

scientist is prepared to concede that religion may have to be included as a part of science,

which again demonstrates how absurd modern scientific thinking has become. How could an

eternal God be a “part” of science? The fragment becomes the whole and the whole the

fragment. So even those scientists who are prepared to admit the possibility of God can

presumably only conceive of Him in a scientific/mathematical way. This does more harm than

good, for were there to be a religious revival along those lines, it would be on the basis of

materialism, and the wonder and “otherness” of the spirit and our necessary connection with it

would still be denied. Those who then believed they had found the “true” nature of God would

in reality be worshipping a mere materialistic concept of Him, possibly an even greater blunder

than atheism.As a voice from above told me in a dream, modern Man has become imprisoned

in his own limited intellect, so that it has warped his concept of reality. Holiness can never be

assessed by science, only some of its effects. Holiness, if it can be classified at all, which it

cannot, would have to come under the heading of the irrational, its truth being ultimately

unfathomable. It is the difference between the Star of Bethlehem being assessed, on the one

hand, as a mass of matter and, on the other, as a magical sign that heralds the birth of the Son

of God in Man. It is the difference between a lump of rock and a divine child, a rationalistic



theory of faulty human intellect and divine holiness. To paraphrase Jung, when Man's intellect

dares to take possession of the high position once held by the spirit, great harm is done to the

soul.It has been said that we finally rejected the Bible because we all grew up, but the truth is,

we failed to grow up enough. The inability to accept the teachings of the Bible as literal facts

was only the first stage of development into psychic/spiritual adulthood. The second stage is

the realization that its truths are symbolic ones, involving other spiritual dimensions of reality to

which we are connected psychically, that is, “psychically” in the original meaning of the word

—“by way of the soul.” Experience of this other reality through dreams forms the individuation

process, the means by which God is able to incarnate into the world of matter (though this

occurs in the reality existing behind consciousness).So while the first stage of “growing up”

meant our rejection of the Bible and myths as literal facts, the second stage involves further

understanding of them as symbolic and irrational facts. This will mean, as Jung pointed out, the

“evolution of the religious spirit” in Western Man, to equal and even surpass the profound

understanding of the Eastern religions. Only by means of psychology can we come to know the

real meaning of religion (though outer visions are certainly possible) and to know the secret of

the royal line that is our Western heritage.The world has many other spiritual bloodlines—

Buddhism, which developed out of Hinduism, is one—but the royal line of the West runs from

ancient Egypt to Christ—and to a certain degree on to alchemy, the Holy Grail, and the

mysticism of the Middle Ages. (It may be argued with much validity that religious experience in

outer form, if it is genuine, has no need of psychology, but depth psychology in its wider sense

includes this concept.)Jung stressed that modern psychology can only sort out the religious

problem of modern Man along historical lines, leading, it is to be hoped, to a “new assimilation

of the traditional myth.” Our rabid inclination today, however, to reject all of our past and “render

it unconscious” might well bring about a period of hundreds of years of barbarism, normal

spiritual development having been severely curtailed (Jung 1959b).I had a dream in which an

old worn, tattered Bible that nobody wanted lay on the pavement. People were kicking it out of

the way as they passed. But when I picked it up and opened it, I found that every page was

made of the purest gold. That is how unconscious/spirit reality feels about the Bible. The Bible

teems with the symbolism of Man's experience of God through the individuation process, and

is the record of this in a certain part of the world over many centuries. This forms an order

outside time, the royal line of the Higher Self.Jung said that myth is not fiction, and, indeed, it

speaks the truths of the timeless reality that has been called “sacred time.” The Mysteries have

always taught that mundane time is an illusion, while scientists have long been saying that time

is relative, and so the only real time is sacred time, which is, in fact, timeless and, therefore, for

all time. Consequently, the religious truths of sacred time are timeless and for all time. This is

the nature of myths and of mythic reality.Mircea Eliade, the well-known writer on myths, once

stated that Communism is a modern myth in that Communists see it as a fight between “Good

and Evil,” in which whole peoples are involved. This is forgetting, however, that Communism

totally denies spirit/soul reality, from whence mythic truths originate. In fact, we could say that

the main fault of Communism is that it rejects mythic reality for the solely worldly (as does

capitalism). But as Jung pointed out, Man does not indefinitely tolerate the nullification of his

soul and its meaning, whether by politics or science, for the soul is mythic and religious by

nature, if it is anything.
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Dolores S. Anderson, “Five Stars. Very happy, thank you.”

sirjulianmontague, “Five Stars. genuine intuitive and compelling”

Lee Johnson, “Five Stars. Fascinating.”

Jim Marion, “Spiritual Priesthood. "An Order Outside Time" concerns some of the deepest

teachings of the sacred heritage of the Egypto-Judaeo-Christian West. Scripture says that

Jesus was a priest "of the order of Melchisadek." What that means is that Jesus, like

Melchisadek, was a priest by the direct operation of the Holy Spirit, not because he was

ordained by any organized religion. Jesus was the inheritor of the age-old secret hidden

wisdom of the Western spiritual tradition. Clarke gives us superb insights into that tradition,

showing, for example, that much of the Hebrew Bible and the Christian Gospels are spiritual

parables (and probably not historical). They are stories to aid the spiritual initiate to the highest

mystical realizations. I recommend the book to serious Jewish and Christian seekers. Jim

Marion, author of "Putting on the Mind of Christ, the Inner Work of Christian Spirituality."”

anon, “Four Stars. interesting info on individuation process”

The book by Robert B. Clarke has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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